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DRIVING CHANGE

Formed in March 2001, Gender Links (GL) is a Southern African NGO, headquartered
in Johannesburg, South Africa that promotes gender equality and justice across
the fifteen countries of the region. Described in a 2005 external evaluation as a
“small organisation with large footprints” GL took giant footsteps in 2008 with
the establishment of a Francophone office in Mauritius, and regional advocacy

office in Botswana, headquarters of the Southern African Development Community
(SADC). By March 2012, GL had established a Lusophone base in Mozambique, and

offices in Lesotho, Madagascar, Namibia, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe. The organisation
has close to 60 staff, 30% of these men. The 12-member Board chaired by Dr Muna Ndulo from
Zambia comprises ten SADC nationalities, 25% of whom are men.

GL is recognised globally for bringing together a coalition of gender NGOs that campaigned for
the elevation of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Declaration on Gender
and Development into a Protocol with 28 targets to be achieved by 2015. GL coordinates the
Southern African Gender Protocol Alliance that brings together national coordinating networks;
regional theme clusters and interest groups to lobby for the implementation of the Protocol, Southern
Africa's roadmap for achieving MDG 3 - gender equality. GL mainstreams the targets of the Protocol
in its three core programme areas - media, governance and justice. GL is also leading a campaign
for an addendum to the Protocol on Gender and Climate Change, a cross cutting theme in all its
programmes.

In the media programme, GL has conducted ground-breaking research on gender in
the media and media content, as well as in media education. GL is currently working
with 108 Centres of Excellence for Gender in the Media. Media training institutions
and NGOs “connect, collect and collaborate” through the Gender and Media Diversity
Centre (GMDC) that hosts seminars; produces a journal and is a world class knowledge
exchange centre. The GL News Service, in English, French and Portuguese, gives
voice to women and men around the region who often fail to access the mainstream media,
especially through GL's special brand of “I” stories or first hand accounts.

Following two ground breaking pieces of research on gender and governance, GL
is now working with 300 Centres of Excellence for Gender and Local Government,
to be expanded to 300 by 2015. Learning from the four Gender and Media Summits
that showcased good practice in changing gender relations in and through the
media, the governance programme has hosted three Gender Justice and Local

Government Summits, including (in 2012) six country summits before the regional
summit. As the media and governance programmes work more closely together, GL in 2013
combined the summits into 12 national and one regional SADC Gender Protocol@Work Summit.

GL's pioneering work in developing strategic communications campaigns linked to
the Sixteen Days of Activism on gender violence has grown to include initiatives to
ensure sustained, year-long campaigns for ending gender violence and indicators for
measuring the impact of this work. These indicators are being cascaded to local level
365 Day Campaigns to end gender violence.

In October 2010 GL won the “Investing in the Future Award” administered by the Mail and Guardian
newspaper for its Gender Justice and Local Government Summit. In 2009 GL received the “Top
Gender Empowered Government Agency or Parastatal Award” from the Top Women Awards. GL
has twice been a finalist in the “Drivers of Change Award - Civil Society Category” administered
by the Mail and Guardian newspaper and the Southern African Trust. In 2013 the African Union
recognised GL's outstanding contribution to women's rights in Southern Africa, while South Africa's
CEO magazine named GL CEO Colleen Lowe Morna “the most influential woman in South Africa
and Africa in the civil society category.” In May 2014, the Golden Key International Honour Society
conferred honorary membership on Lowe-Morna. Other honorary members include former US
President Bill Clinton and Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu (Nobel Peace Prize Laureate).
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GL's Vision 2020

GL strives to be:
• An independent, strong, vibrant, principled self-sustaining organisation guiding

Southern Africa to a free, democratic region based on equity for all.
• A leading Southern African NGO and globally renowned Centre of Excellence on

gender mainstreaming.
• An organisation represented in all the countries of Southern Africa, reaching out to all

the corners and villages where the majority of women reside.
• A champion of justice and equality.
• An organisation with deeper roots, so that our foundation stays solid, carrying us into the next twenty years

with the strength to weather any external or internal storm.
• An organisation with two wings: not-for-profit; and an income-generating wing.
• A voice for the voiceless; especially women, who constitute the majority of the unemployed, the poor and

the dispossessed.
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As I write this report on the eve of the
2014 SADC Protocol@Work summit, the
African Commission on Human and
People's Rights has, among others, just
adopted a resolution on the rights of
LGBTI persons. The Commission adopted
the resolution on the “Protection against
Violence and other Human Rights
Violations Against Persons on the Basis

of their Real or Imputed Sexual Orientation or Gender
Identity” at its just-ended meeting in Luanda, Angola, in
May 2014. This is a milestone in the struggle for gender
equality in Africa that we at Gender Links applaud.

As this happened, in mid-May women's rights organisations
and activists joined hands to protest in front of Nigerian
embassies against the abduction of 276 students from a
school in Chibok by a fundamentalist Muslim group, Boko
Haram. This is sadly not the first time girls have been
kidnapped from their dorms and classrooms in northeastern
Nigeria. In fact, during an attack in nearby Konduga just
over two months ago, reports emerged of girls being
abducted from two local schools. Girls in these areas have
also been captured during periodic attacks on their villages
and while traveling on local buses through the state.

Over the last few months Watchlist on Children and Armed
Conflict has been researching violations against children
by armed groups and forces in Nigeria's states of emergency.
It is clear that children are not only getting caught in the
crossfire, but are also systematically targeted through
attacks on schools, abductions, recruitment, and detention
for suspicion of being part of an armed group. Their stories
not only reveal disturbing details of violence and impunity,
but of the blatant violations of the rights of the girl child
that go on with little or no response from our governments.
For each step forward we take, there is a step backwards.

As GL and our partner South African Women in Dialogue
(SAWID) put it in a press release: “It is shameful that

this outrage, attributed to the Islamic militant group Boko
Haram, whose name means “Western education is
forbidden” in the local Hausa language, takes place within
a decade dedicated to African Women, and within a conti-
nent where women's education provides the hope of
gender equality and women's equal participation in shaping
the economic, social and political destinies of our conti-
nent.” The momentum in struggle for gender equality can
never be allowed to halt.

August last year marked the 10th anniversary of the Protocol
to the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights on
the Rights of Women in Africa (the Maputo Protocol). At
an award ceremony in Lilongwe, Malawi President Joyce
Banda recognised GL for its “outstanding contribution” to
promoting women's rights through the Southern African
Protocol on Gender and Development.

Over the last several months, our 60 staff and 10 Board
Members have laboured long and hard, delivering 20
district, 13 national and a regional summit under the
banner: “50/50 by 2015, & A strong post 2015 gender
agenda!” The clock is ticking ever louder to 2015, the
deadline for the 28 targets of the SADC Gender Protocol.
One of these targets is gender parity in all areas of decision-
making. With ten elections in the region (one has just
passed in South Africa, another is taking place in Malawi
on 20 May) before the end of 2015, the time is now to
demand that action be taken.

The targets of the SADC Gender Protocol serve as a roadmap
to the Millennium Development Goals, also set for 2015.
Globally, the post 2015 agenda is gaining momentum,
with a strong gender lobby demanding that we now move
beyond basic minimum standards to a rights based

OVERVIEWOVERVIEW AND GOVERNANCE

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
By Dr Muna Ndulo,  Chair of  the Gender Links Board

“Thank you very much for inviting me to
(the launch of the Sixteen Days of Activism
Campaign). I have all the time in the world
for the kind of work that Gender  Links does.
 It is such a pity that I have not been able
to shift a critical appointment this afternoon
for the work that I do.  My spirit is nonetheless
with you.

Gender Links deserves the growing number of accolades that it
is receiving. Your goodself and the ever growing Gender Links
team are making a significant impact not only in this region, but
also globally as I saw you facilitating the UN NGO-CSW media
platform some years back.

There are so few active and productive regional women's
networks.  Gender Links is exemplary in this.  It is a pathfinder
not only in reaching out, but also in providing all of us with
credible information.

Do accept our sincere congratulations. Nikhule nize nikhokhobe!”
 - Mam'Zanele Mbeki

Photo: Google Images
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four sectors for which there are no SGDI scores because
these are difficult to measure - Constitutional and legal
rights, GBV, peace building and implementation. There
appears to be a strong perception among citizens that
gender is on the political agenda, even if substantive
equality has yet to be achieved.

Key challenges
• Patriarchal attitudes still abound, reflected in gender

stereotypes in schools; the work place and the media;
as well as predominantly male decision-making structures
in all areas. Customary law contracts constitutional
provisions with few ramifications in many countries. The
case of a Lesotho woman denied the right to take over
the chieftaincy after her father died is a chilling reminder
of deeply entrenched patriarchal values. Hate crimes
against lesbian women (widely publicised in South Africa)
serve as another reminder of the lethal combination of
homophobia and misogyny that still dog many countries
in the region.

• Gender violence remains the most telling indicator of
women's lack of rights and agency: The shockingly high
levels of gender violence revealed by recent prevalence
surveys (from 25% in Mauritius to nearly 80% in four
districts of Zambia) shows that one in three if not more
women have experienced some form of gender violence
over their lifetime, often multiple times, and multiple
forms of violence.

• Backward movement in elections: With few exceptions,
the last set of elections have been disappointing: the
decrease in women's representation both at national
and local level in Angola and Swaziland last year;
persistent low levels of women's representation in the
DRC, and the marginal increase in women's represen-
tation in the Lesotho national elections in May 2012
serve as a reminder of the fragile gains made by women
in the political sphere.

• The economy is still a male preserve: Women still lack
access to economic decision-making (26%),  land, credit
and other means of production. They constitute the
majority of the poor; the unemployed; the dispossessed
and those who work in the informal sector.

• HIV and AIDS continues to threaten the fragile gains
that have been made: Young women remain the majority
of those newly infected by HIV and AIDS as well as
those who bear the burden of caring for People Living
with HIV.

Key successes
• Education is still the bright star of the SADC region:

Gender parity is rapidly being achieved at all levels. The
gender division of labour in subjects is slowly changing,
and this will eventually result in a change in the gender
division of labour in the work force.

• Tangible benefits of Constitutional Reviews: One of the
major Alliance successes over the last year has been
getting gender onto the agenda of constitutional reviews
in ten countries, notably Mauritius, Zimbabwe and
Zambia. As witnessed over the past year, this is beginning
to yield benefits. In Mauritius, the Constitutional amend-
ment paved the way for a quota in local government
that led to a fourfold increase  in women at the local
level in the December 2012 elections. The new Zimbabwe
Constitution does away with claw-back clauses and
guarantees women 22% of the seats in the national
assembly.

approach, with “voice, choice and control” as the new
buzzwords. A visionary sub-regional instrument that went
beyond the usual flowery language of declarations by
setting specific targets and timeframes, the SADC Gender
Protocol is a lesson to the rest of the world that minimum
standards can be pushed! But the SADC process also has
much to gain from the global debates. All protocols and
instruments are living documents. As we work with them,
we discover strengths and weaknesses.

Like any compromise document, the SADC Gender Protocol
avoided obligatory language, especially in matters relating
to contradictions between statutory provisions for women's
rights and the practises condoned by custom, culture and
religion that often undermine these rights. The Protocol is
silent on sexual orientation, a flashpoint during the nego-
tiations that culminated in the adoption of the instrument
at the Heads of State Summit in August 2008. It is also not
as strong as it could be on other minority rights, such as
indigenous people, and people living with disabilities.

The Protocol is especially silent on climate change and
sustainable development. Two years ago, the Southern
African Gender Protocol Alliance started a campaign for
an addendum to the Protocol on Gender and Climate
Change, garnering over one thousand signatures to support
the campaign. With 2015 on the horizon, the focus has
shifted to reopening the Protocol for debate (as it must,
since the deadlines are expiring) and ensuring that
sustainable development is integral to the post 2015 agenda.
This shows that the campaign is a flexible, dynamic and
responsive one. We live, we learn, we improve.

In the 2013 SADC Gender Protocol Barometer produced
by the Alliance, the Southern African Gender and
Development Index (SGDI) remained static at 66%. This
score is an empirical measure of progress against 23
indicators for which data could be obtained across all
countries. These cover six of the ten sectors of SADC:
governance, education and training, economic justice,
HIV and AIDS, media, information and communication.
Interestingly, women and men in Southern Africa gave
their governments a score of 66% - nine percentage points
up from last year - using the Citizen Score Card (CSC) that
went out to over 8000 women and men. Unlike the SGDI,
the CSC is based on perceptions, and captures nuances
that are not incorporated in the empirical data. For example,
while the SGDI records enrolment levels for boys and girls,
the CSC includes qualitative aspects like safety in schools
and gender biases in curriculum. The CSC also covers the
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1. Strategic positioning

2. Governance
3. Partnerships and

networks

4. Programme of action
(POA)

5. Results for change

6. Institutional
effectiveness

7. Sustainability and
Diversification

Registering offices in the ten SADC countries in which GL has offices, and ensuring that statutory
requirements are met.
Ensuring that GL has Board Members in all the countries where it has offices.
GL is formalising all its MOU's with key partners: 100 media houses, 300 councils; over 20
institutional lead agencies in the Southern Africa Gender Protocol Alliance; and a range of media
education and development organisations linked to the Gender and Media Diversity Centre
(GMDC).
Going from breadth to depth through institutional work at local level and in the media. Developing
two cross cutting areas of work-gender and climate change as well as economic justice. GL has
developed sophisticated online M and E systems used to gather a range of data on outputs,
outcomes and impact.
Buoyed by its DFID PPA grant, GL is linking M and E to knowledge creation and learning through
the GMDC, internal learning processes like the learning journey, exploring commercial book
options, promoting dialogue and debate, as well as joining several DFID related learning groups.
Country coordinators have been promoted to managers and receiving training; staff, infrastructure
and systems are being put into the country offices.
GL has developed a four-part strategy that includes 1) a vigorous fund raising campaign, especially
at country level 2) Diversification through GL Services 3) Achieving greater value for money
through improved procurement practice and 4) Leveraging through smart partnerships and in-
kind support.

there is some evidence of changes in sexual behaviour
patterns leading to a reduction in HIV and AIDS.

• Focus on implementation: Now that the Protocol has
been ratified, the focus has shifted quickly to implemen-
tation. The SADC Gender Unit, Alliance national focal
networks, and Gender Links as the alliance coordinator
have developed a learning and sharing model to cascade
and upscale these efforts.

• Change from the ground upward: Local government
across the region has joined the SADC Gender Protocol
campaign. 300 local councils have become Centres of
Excellence (COE's) for Gender in Local Government.
Examples of how the SADC Gender Protocol is being
localised abound in the 2013 Barometer, which has the
richest collection yet of bottom-up case studies.

GL strategy 2010 to 2015, updated in 2014
GL constantly seeks to adapt to its environment. In 2010
we undertook a visioning exercise. This resulted in GL's
Vision 2020, quoted at the beginning of this report. We
wove the findings of an institutional evaluation in 2011
into our Strategy 2010 to 2015. Each year we refine this
strategy, in response to the needs of the day, and as a way
of applying what we learn along the way. For example, in
the past we spoke of Monitoring and Evaluation. Now we
refer to Results for Change. We have considerably
strengthened the Institutional Effectiveness legs of our
work, inspired by the learning groups accessed through
DFID PPA funding. The table below summarises the seven
key pillars of this strategy, around which this report is
organised:

• 50/50 campaigns go for the bulls eye: There are ten
elections in the SADC region between August 2013 and
December 2015. Detailed projections in the Barometer
show that if the re-launched 50/50 campaign is rigorously
pursued, the region should achieve the original target
of 30% women in decision-making at local and national
level, with four countries coming close to or exceeding
the 40% mark.

• Good news on HIV for the first time: The 2013 Barometer
carries good news on HIV for the first time. AIDS related
deaths in the region have reduced by 32% since 2001
due to the expansion of antiretroviral therapy. In seven
SADC countries, Prevention of Mother to Child
Transmission is higher than 80%. Although gender
disparities continue to be a major driver of the pandemic,

Women in Mauritius claim their space in local government.   Photo: Loga Virahsawmy

that did not have summits were Angola (cost issues) and
Seychelles (critical mass).

Strengthening GL's work in South Africa and Mozambique
Last year, the Board resolved to improve its visibility in
South Africa, our home base. GL has benefitted immensely
from the democratic space in South Africa and the stable
economy. Having our headquarters in Johannesburg - a
major cross-roads for the region has enormous cost and
leveraging benefits. South Africa's progressive Constitution

Geographical spread
GL now has ten well-established offices across the SADC
region. Five of these have succeeded in raising funds in-
country; this is key to sustainability. Country offices have
been built on the back of the governance programme that
focuses at the local level. However, the Alliance work
takes place in all SADC countries. GL also has vibrant
media programmes in the DRC (97 entries at the national
summit), Malawi and Tanzania. This explains why we
managed to pull off 13 country summits. The only countries
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and vibrant gender discourse nurture our work. But often
we become so focused on the region that we forget our
own back yard. I am delighted that in 2013 GL partnered
with SAWID in the Women Demand Action Campaign
and launch of the first South Africa Barometer, following
workshops in all nine provinces of South Africa (see Alliance
section of the report). South Africa also held its own
summit, well ahead of the regional summit, in 2014. In
Mozambique, we are fortunate to have appointed an
experienced director, Alice Banze, who worked for many
years with Oxfam Africa. She is steadily growing our
Lusophone operations and financial base.

Strengthening the Board
In January 2013, GL registered its new Memorandum of
Incorporation, as required by the Company Act that governs
GL in South Africa. This requires that Board members be
re-elected every three years. GL has maintained a healthy
balance between retaining institutional skills and memory
on the Board, and constant renewal to ensure freshness
and vigour. Scholastica Kimaryo stepped down as Deputy
Chair and board member in 2013. I take this opportunity
to thank her for her excellent service to the Board. As one
of the few Board members resident in South Africa, she
took an active interest in the welfare of our staff, and will
be fondly remembered by them. Emily Brown from Namibia
has ably stepped in as Kimaryo's successor.

After moving from Gaborone to Johannesburg, Dr Pinkie
Mekgwe also stepped down from the Board last year, and
has been replaced by Ntombi Setchwaelo, a Motswana

counsellor, former councillor,
and long-time gender acti-
vist. We thank Mekgwe for
her creative and distin-
guished contribution to GL
over several years and wel-
come Setchwaelo, (please
see profile in the Botswana
section of the report). Both
Kimaryo and Mekgwe remain
members of the GL Asso-
ciation.

The Executive Committee
Exco met three times, and the Board conducted one online
discussion on critical issues in the year under review. These
covered staff and board matters; renewal and succession
planning; oversight of financial matters and successful
fundraising at both regional and country level; rationali-
sation of our diversification portfolio; oversight of country
operations through Country Board Members' reports and
the annual board meeting dates for 2014.

Strengthening governance
Over the last year, GL has adopted a Zero Tolerance for
Corruption policy and campaign in all its country offices.
GL has also updated its human resource, finance, IT, Results
for Change and Communications for Social Change Policies
and manuals.  These core policies and procedures serve
as the pillars of our future. Once again, it is my honour to
serve this Board, as well as the women and men of the
SADC region. Yes we can, and yes we must, achieve equa-
lity and justice for all!

Dr Muna Ndulo
Chairperson, May 2014

Visioning the future: GL Francophone director Loga Virahsawmy and GL Lusophone
Director Alice Banze. Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

Ntombi Setchwaelo. Photo: Google Images
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2013 will be remembered at GL as a year
of contrasts - impressive growth on many
fronts, but also the stress of rapid growth,
and the agony of losing a dear friend and
colleague. On 30 November, the GL
family woke up to the news of our Lesotho
country manager, Malepota Mafeka,

passing on after a short illness. We dedicate our
achievements in 2013 to the memory of this tireless soldier
for gender justice (see accompanying tribute). May Mme
Malepota's soul rest in eternal peace.

Financial health

On the financial front, GL experienced a 56% increase in
income compared to the prior year; a true blessing at a
time when many of our fellow civil society organisations
face severe financial stress. GL expanded its donor base
from 11 to 17, mostly small grants within countries. In-
country fund raising contributed to 28% of income, up
from 23% the prior year. This is a vindication of the deeper
roots that GL has been developing through the registration
of ten country offices. Five of the ten countries now have
sizeable donors of their own - a key sustainability strategy.
But country operations pose many challenges - legal,
financial and human. At a time when we are under pressure
to deliver on our programmes, we have also had to
strengthen our key institutional pillars. At GL we are keenly
aware that a house built on sand will not last long. A
systems review by Ernest and Young in Zimbabwe raised
many issues that we realised needed to be addressed across
the board.

Institutional effectiveness

In 2013, GL embarked on several system-wide and policy
reviews to strengthen the organisation. These included
splitting GL Policies and Procedures and related manuals
into five distinct policies, with accompanying tools and

forms, also now housed on our Intranet (see Information
Technology). These are: Governance; Finance and Admini-
stration; Human Resources; Information Technology;
Results for Change. We also went into automation mode
- decentralising our finances to country offices through
Pastel Evolution; exploring online Travel and Human
Resource solutions; online surveys for our Monitoring and
Evaluation as well as powerful search engines for tracking
GL's reach. GL adopted a “zero tolerance for corruption”
policy and has become fully compliant with the
International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI).

Value for Money

Through GL's Programme Partnership
Agreement (PPA) with DFID, we have
expanded our Results for Change
Framework (Monitoring, Evaluation,
Knowledge and Learning) to include

Value for Money. Our early focus on
economy and efficiency (mainly achieved

through better procurement practices) has been expanded
to include a better understanding of effectiveness. For
example, GL employed unit cost analysis to its summits,
to show that district summits expanded the reach and
reduced the cost of summits by a factor of ten. More
important, the district summits piloted in 2014 enhanced
ownership and capacity on the ground. Instead of GL
conducting verification, councils and media houses
documented their own experiences of change. GL also
used this opportunity to mobilise on the 50/50 and post
2015 campaigns. In the past year, GL has become more
adept at measuring the many ways in which it leverages
its physical and human resources.

Diversification and leveraging

We often take inspiration from the parable of the talents.
We have decided that we should not hide our talents under
the bushel, but allow them to multiply in manifold ways.
Three years ago, GL invested the surpluses it had generated
through prudent financial management in purchasing the
GL Cottages, a bed and breakfast facility near our
headquarters. Following substantial investment in upgrading
this facility, and under dynamic management, we are
happy to report in 2013 that the GL Cottages has turned
the corner and is now making a small profit, as well as
servicing many GL needs. GL Services - GL's consultancy
arm, is also going well, leveraging off the wealth of
knowledge generated by GL. Assignments for the
Commonwealth Secretariat and Diakonia, among others,
have expanded GL's Africa and global footprint. As this
report goes to press, GL has just been informed that Rhodes
University has accredited a GL course for media managers,
and that GL has won the tender to assist Diakonia in its

CEO's REPORT
By Colleen Lowe Morna

“We had the first systems audit in one of our Satellite Offices.
Gender Links boasts of good systems and this is one of the
key sustainable competitive advantages that has always
attracted donor funding at a time when donor funding is
drying up. This however does not mean we are not prone to
mistakes in our operations. The systems audit picked up
quite a number of shortfalls. In some circumstances, this
could have led to one being called to the Human Resources
red couch to sign a warning letter. The Chief Executive Officer
took a different approach. She made sure we learned from
this situation by creating a checklist for standardisation of
Gender Links Satellite Offices and moved towards the “Office
in a Box approach”. This checklist has become an audit tool
for all senior managers visiting a Satellite office which therefore
means that the internal auditing has been successfully
mainstreamed into the work of all senior managers therefore
raising the standard of compliance in our satellite offices.”

 - Excerpt from Mpumelelo Mlilo Learning Journey 2013
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gender mainstreaming efforts world-wide. These are
encouraging signs for the future.

Impact and reach

The annual report again assembles an impressive array of
statistics that demonstrate GL's growing footprints: 14,791
direct beneficiaries; a list serve that daily reaches 15,952
partners; over 500,000 website hits; over 5000 facebook
likes; 242 Gender Links Services articles under the strap
line “fresh views on every day news” and 572 media
mentions as far afield as the US, UK and France. During
the year, GL had three evaluations: the closure of the DFID
Governance and Transparency Fund; first phase of the
Sida Zimbabwe fund; and of a HIVOS grant. These
evaluations affirm the work that GL is doing at local,
national and regional level to promote a region in which
“women and men are free to realise their full human
potential in both their public and private lives.”

Developing and testing a Theory
of Change has prompted GL to
become more conscious of
change at different levels. The
work on the SADC Gender
Protocol is a highly strategic set of initiatives at policy
level that connect GL nationally, regionally and globally.
Work with 400 media and local government Centres of
Excellence grounds this policy work and forces introspection
at institutional level. Through its Changing Lives series, GL
measures change at the individual level. This series shows
that the majority of those interviewed identify the change
they have experienced as “significant” and that the biggest
changes have been greater awareness and attitude change.
The most distinct group of beneficiaries that GL is now
working with are the survivors of gender violence receiving
entrepreneurship training. The changes they report are real
and life changing; humbling testimony to the fact that
change is possible.

Knowledge, learning and innovation

PPA has opened many exciting opportunities for expanding
knowledge, learning and sharing at GL. In 2013, GL revived

Gender benders: Women run a timber project in Makoni Rural Council, visited by
Sida as part of the evaluation. Photo: Tapiwa Zvaraya

the Gender and Media Diversity Centre that experienced
funding challenges, but provides a vital networking tool
as the global gender and media community counts down
to 2015. Winners in the 2013 summits went on a variety
of study visits. GL played a key role in networking DFID
partners in Southern Africa through the Southern African
Learning Partnership that has had learning sessions on the
gender theory of change, principles of credible evidence,
value for money and innovation.

People power

The imagination, dedication and creativity of GL's dynamic
56 staff from eleven countries remains the major force
behind all these initiatives.  As reported in our human
resource section, the pressures of working in a delivery
and excellence driven environment often exert their toll.
GL has invested over the last year in systems, training and
professional support to improve the work environment. In
the last year, founder members of GL like Loga Virahsawmy
(Mauritius), Sarry Xoagus Eisis (Namibia), Keabonye
Ntsabane (Botswana) and Faides Nsofu (Zambia) have
decided to step down or retire, handing on the baton to
younger staff.

The “revolving door” of resignations, retirement and
renewal is good for organisational health if well managed.
Looking to 2015, this is possibly GL's biggest internal
challenge, as more senior leaders feel the need to pass the
baton. Yet, as reflected in the 2013 Learning Journey,
quoted often in this report, GL remains a robust and resilient
organisation, poised to lead the gender and development
debates in the region into the post 2015 era. I take this
opportunity to thank the GL Board, staff, associates, alumni,
and partners for the wealth of human talent that gives
meaning to the Southern African saying: “We are who we
are because of others.”  Together, we can make a difference!

Colleen Lowe Morna
CEO

Loga Virahsawmy and Ntolo Lekau. Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna
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Indicator Comments

Note: .1. Figures for finance are for the last ten months of 2012; all others are for the full calendar year, (2) 10,901 participants in 2010/2011 formed part of a joint initiative with a partner in Malawi on the SADC Gender Protocol. Percentage
increase or decrease is therefore given with and without this figure.

2010/2011
Key GL Institutional Indicators

Income
Registered offices
Board

Staff

Media COE's
Governance COE's

Partnership agreements

No of events
No of direct beneficiaries

No of data base contacts

Website unique visits

Facebook likes

No reached through list serve

English
French
Portuguese

Total
GL mentions in media

 R 30,987,387
5

10 - 20%
men

50 - 20%
men
 76
72

56

488
16, 848 (2)

(5947)
36% men

7425
(37% men)
268, 536

450

224,680

141
111

(Not started)

252
285

2011/2012
R39,444,737

9
12 - 30 %

men
58 - 30%

men
109
151

105

616
13,616

(41% men)

11,612
(40% men)

337 474

1350

431,908

157
112
33

302
246

2012 (1)
R37,166,582

10
12 - 27%

men
60 - 27%

men
 102
190

132

629
12,864

(40% men)

13,757
(34% men)

341,785

1883

564,755

152
87
71

310
182

A 56% increase; although 2012 was only ten months, this is still significant.
GL Swaziland became the tenth registered office.
Two board members, Scholastica Kimaryo and Dr Pinkie Mekgwe stepped down; as
the Board reduced in size the percentage of male board members increased.
GL overall staff reduced by four, but the number of full time staff increased. The
proportion of men on the staff increased by two percentage points to 29%.
GL exceeded its target by 15.
312 local councils have bought into the COE process, this higher than the target of
300.
The 7% increase in MOU's reflects growth and maturity of partnerships, the bedrock
of all GL programmes.
An 8% increase is consistent with growing media and governance COE work.
This represents a 15 percentage point increase from the previous year. The proportion
of men decreased by 10 percentage points, this is due to an entrepreneurship programme
targeted at women GBV survivors in ten countries. This is the only programme in GL
that targets women only.
A 13% increase from 2012. Of those 64% are women and 36% are men.

The total number page views for the GL website grew by 66 814 in one year. This is
a 13 percentage point growth in one year.
A 168% increase compared to 2012. The proportion of women who liked GL's Facebook
increased by five percentage points to 65% compared to last year, while that for men
decreased by five percentage points.
A 7% increase from 2012. On average GL sends out information on the list serve once
every two days and reaches an average of 3618 people per mail.

GLNS aimed to produce at least 168 articles from the English and French services
and a minimum of 20 from the Portuguese service (188 altogether). GLNS exceeded
this target by 54. The service produced 13 hardcopy supplements in 2013 with an
average of 10 articles and features per supplement.

Thanks to better tracking, GL recorded a 233% increase in the number of media
mentions compared to the prior year. GL is in the news an average of 48 times per
month.

No of commentaries

Leading from behind: Mme Malepota's legacy
By Colleen Lowe Morna, CEO

Never have the corridors of an airport
been so long, so hollow or so cold.  As
I de-planed my flight to Bangkok, the
sound of a devastating SMS piercing the
silence of the night, OR Tambo Airport
felt more like Vlakplaas - the apartheid
killing fields - than the modern airport I
pass through so often.

In thirty years of working, I had never experienced death
at my work place, least of all in a position of responsibility.
When the news of the passing away of our Lesotho Country
Manager Malepota Mefeka hit me on 30 November, no
manual, no google search, no instant advice came to my
rescue. When I got to my empty home in the early hours
of the morning, I fell to my knees, tears pouring from my
heart and from my eyes. I phoned my husband, then on
a trip overseas, my daughter and a close friend. All I could
think of were the biblical words: “My god, my god, why
hast thou forsaken us.”

The road to healing in the last few months has been long
and painful. Our visit to Lesotho as a team for Mme

Malepota's funeral on 12 December helped us to face the
finality. At our memorial service in Johannesburg on 19
January with all country managers present, grief slowly
gave way to celebration - of a short but intensely beautiful
life, so well lived. The newly named Mme Malepota
Conference Room (MMCR) is next door to my office. Her
iconic photo at the last summit, with T shirt and flags, says
good night to me every late night I leave the office. The
calendar that our audio visual officer Albert Ngosa and I
created in memory of our colleague is a kaleidoscope of
love, laughter, excellence, perseverance, energy and
stubborn hope. Most of all it is a testament to a different
kind of leader, one who led through others.

In traditional leadership theory, there is a saying that you
either “lead, follow, or get out of the way.” We can think
of many leaders who take this to heart! Mostly, they end
off dictators, resented and hated, forcing their particular
style, coercively if persuasion does not work.  The shepherd
has a different style. He or she walks behind the sheep,
guiding them to better pastures. It is fitting that at Mme
Malepota's farewell we sang “the Lord is my shepherd, I
shall not want.”  For this is how she led - from behind.

In less than three years, Mme Malepota convinced the
gender ministry to become our partners in the COE's for

2013
R 58,190, 018

10
10 - 30%

men
56 - 29%

men
115
312

141

677
14,791

(30% men)

15,952
(36% male)

540,202

5053

604,226

114
102
26

242
572
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local government in more than word. They agreed that for
every COE we worked in, they would take on one. This
exciting model for cascading the COE's led to us piloting
the Training of Trainers for Gender Champions in Lesotho
in August 2012, taking all country managers for a peer
learning and sharing session in the mountain kingdom.
I remember my meeting at the time with the Principal
District Gender Officers (PDGO) with whom she worked
so closely. I expected them to demand money. They had
a simple request - laptops and 3G's to enable them to help
us with the GBV Indicators research and to be able to file
our COE reports. I made a mental note to find a way to
make this happen. We conducted the work, and grew our
footprints in Lesotho.

Keen to learn more, I assigned myself to Lesotho's first
national summit in March 2013. Characteristically, despite
the heavy work load, Mme Malepota called us at the
border to see if we had arrived. At the summit we ran into
a slight snag: Maseru Sun employees had gone on strike
and we had to shift to the Lesotho Sun. Ordinarily that
might have been a major crisis at GL. The small Lesotho
team - Mme Malepota, our Board Member Ntate Pholo,
our programme officer Ntolo Lekau, and accompanying
staff Fuzakazi Mqungwana and Nomthi Mankazana sat
down and made a plan. It turned out to be a dream summit
- we danced through our various protocol faux pas and
parted on a high note. That was our last close encounter,
and for me it will be the lasting memory, because here I
saw the power of the shepherd at work.

When Matona Mafeka, Mme Malepota's husband asked
me to say a few words at her funeral, I could think only
of the saying that good people never die - they go to a
better place, and they live on through those whose lives
they touch. Even on that mournful day I could see Mme
Malepota alive through her beautiful children, Lepota and
Mamakhoa. In the midst of their grief they came to say

thank you for a small Christmas gift I sneaked into their
room. The mother lives on through her children! In
Johannesburg, I saw her live through Matona, now the
father and mother, the devoted parent, caring for his
children's every need. The wife lives on through her
husband!

I saw Mme Malepota alive in the staff of Gender Links, as
each took light from her candle and made a commitment
to carry on her work. I saw her live through the 300 people
who flocked from all ten districts in Lesotho - chairpersons
of committees, town clerks and others- vowing to continue
her work. I saw her live through our website, where over
600 people have visited her obituary - more than our
tribute to the late Nelson Mandela. I saw her live through
Mme Ntolo, who so ably stepped in during her illness,
and Mme Mabetha, the PDGO who has replaced her as
country manager, vowing to continue her good work. The
worker lives on through her colleagues!

Most of all, I saw Mme Malepota alive in me, when during
two weeks of intense planning in early January involving
a heavy dose of change management, I told myself daily
to step back in order to step forwards; to be less anxious
and to trust the good instincts of the team. Even the often
depressing SWOT seemed more manageable. The country
manager lives on through her CEO!

“Yea tho’ I walk in death's dark vale, yet will I fear no ill.”
I can say these words now; words I could not say a few
months ago. I look at Mme Malepota's picture in the
MMCR, and it has a warm, calming effect on me. I know
that she is our shepherd, leading us in death, even more
powerfully than in life, to the greener pastures of equality
and justice.

Tsamaya kakgotso, Mme. Your inspiration lives on!Making a plan: GL CEO Colleen Lowe Morna and the late Malepota Mafeka.
Photo: Ntolo Lekau


